Manuscript:

Katibi of Nishapur, donated by Mehdi Nakosteen in 1968, contains the works of Katibi of Nishapur (d. 1435), a Persian poet and philosopher of the later Timurid period. This manuscript was copied during the late sixteenth century. PLUME MS 310 (will need to include protective cover?)


Koran. 6 page handwritten manuscript on paper, illuminated with gold, blue, red and orange. Interlinear text [Arabic and Farsi]. c. 1500? PLUME UNCAT 94-5-31

Miniature Prayerbook and Devotional Guide including the Sixty-Second through the One Hundred and Fourteenth Sūrah of the Qur'ān PLUME MS 419

Specimens of oriental mss. and printing : a portfolio of original leaves taken from rare oriental books and manuscripts. New York: The Foliophiles, c1928. PLUME OS Z6605.O7 S64 1928. Specimen pages included: Sanskrit manuscript probably of the early 19th century, also written in Devanagari or "town script", two Japanese
books 18th century, printed from woodblocks; two Japanese manuscripts; Chinese printed book (woodblock printing); Javanese manuscript 19th century; two Taliput manuscripts, one Burmese & one Sinhalese, probably 18th century on Taliput palm leaves; Armenian manuscript dated 1741, a Catechism & Book of Prayers; Hebrew Responsa by Joseph Kasabi Ben Nissam published in 1736; Arabic manuscript, a book of litanies 16th century; Algerian Koran page; Sanskrit manuscript written in the North of India late 18th or early 19th century; Arabic Koran 17th century, probably Egyptian; Persian manuscript containing biographies of noted Sufis & distinguished men in Islam; Manuscript Gulistan, or Rose Garden, of Sa'di dated 1563; Nestorian Syriac manuscript of the 16th century, a Book of Prayers; several more contemporary pages included as comparison pieces to the original manuscript pages in some of the folders.

Print:

Bible (Hebrew Bible). Escorial. DA300 .H28 1808 (facsímile)


“A Discourse of the Travels of two English Pilgrims,” in Harleian Miscellanies. OS 1 DA300 .H28 1808 (need to check volume)


Goury, Jules. *Plans, elevations, sections, and details of the Alhambra: from drawings taken on the spot in 1834 by Jules Goury, and in 1834 and 1837 by Owen Jones* / With a complete translation of the Arabic inscriptions, and an historical notice of the kings of Granada from the conquest of that city by the Arabs to the expulsion of the Moors, by Pasqual de Gayangos. London: O. Jones, 1842-45. OS2 NA387 .G64 v.1,2.


Lewis, John Frederick. *Illustration of Constantinople made during a Residence in that City.* [1838]. OS2 DR719 K484x.

*Libro de horas de Fernando I de Leon.... Santiago de Compostela.* Book of Hours facsimile. OS2 BX2080 .C37 1995b Suppl


Rycaut, Paul. *The Present State of the Ottoman Empire.* Containing the Maxims of the Turkish Polities, the most material Points of the Mahometan Religion, their Sects and Heresies, their Convents and Religious Votaries. Their Military Discipline.... London: John Starkey and Henry Brome, 1668. OS1 DR 534 R93.


William of Tyre, *The history of Godefrey of Bolyne and of the conquest of Iherusalem*. GM 549

Ximenez, Andres. *Descripcion del real Monasterio de San Lorenzo del Escorial*. Madrid; 1764. NA7776 E8 X55x.